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the robert h. goddard papers - commonsarku - the robert h. goddard papers . this register is the result of a
national historical publications and records commission grant in the amount of $14,760 awarded to clark
university in 1978. the grant was for the acquisition, restoration, preservation, and organization of the papers of
robert hutchings goddard and esther (kisk) goddard. the g. stanley hall papers - commonsarku - the papers
described in this register are amalgamated from two segments of the g. stanley hall papers, separated for a
half-century. a large quantity of hall materials, including family and most professional correspondence, became
the property of dr. robert g. hall after his father's death, and were shipped to his home in portland, oregon. dr. a
powerful idea that - robert goddard launched the space age in 1926 with a pipelike, ten-foot rocket that flew all
of two and a half seconds. heartily ridiculed by the new york times some years earlier for his unorthodox idea that
rockets might someday reach the moon, dr. goddard persevered in spite of public disbelief. in 1930, backed by
financier henry guggenheim, he historic goddard rocket launching site street & number ... - goddard, esther c.
and g. edward penray, eds. the papers of robert h. goddard, 3 volumes (new york, 1970). lehman, milton. this high
man: the life of robert h. goddard (new york, 1963). ley, willy. satellites, rockets and outer space (new york,
1963). 3geographical data acreage of nominated property u/ip^'tl. l> utm references zone easting northing
national register of historic places inventory ... - robert h. goddard was born in worcester, massachusetts, on
october 5, 1882. in his youth he was fascinated with the thought that a rocket ... the papers of robert h. goddard, 3
volumes (nevr york, 1970). lehman, milton. this high man: the life of robert h. goddard (new york, 1963). ley,
willy. satellites, rockets and outer space (new york, 1963 ... wernher von braun papers - library of congress wernher von braun papers a finding aid to the collection in the library of congress manuscript division, library of
congress ... 1958 received dr. robert goddard memorial trophy 1960 published first men to the moon (new york:
holt, ... volumes of photocopies of von braun's scrapbooks, 1930 to 1958, which treat the evolution of rocketry
from the ... clark wissler papers mss - libu - published eleven monographs based on his fieldwork and oversaw
the publication of thirty-eight volumes of the anthropological papers of the american museum of natural history.
wissler also wrote the foreword to the seminal 1929 sociological case study by robert s. and helen merrell lynd,
middletown: ... colby, f. m., goddard, p. e ... document resume ed 093 416 harper, william a., ed. title ... trustee papers 2 is a continuation of. dialogue begun some months ago by board members interested in providing
guidelines and directions for more effective communication among their. peers. presentations in this second
volume, like those in trustee papers 1, were prepared by a group of board members, working with aacjc and. acct.
bryant-godwin papers 1804-1913 (bulk 1820-1898) msscol 422 - bryant-godwin papers 1804-1913 (bulk
1820-1898) msscol 422 compiled by melanie a. yolles, march 1987 custodial history: the bryant-godwin papers
are a consolidation of three previously separate collections: the bryant-godwin collection, the goddard-roslyn
collection, and bryant personal miscellaneous papers. creator history james truslow adams papers - columbia
university - james truslow adams papers, 1918-1949 . ms# 0008 Ã‚Â©2007 columbia university library . this
document is converted from a legacy finding aid. we provide this internet-accessible document in the hope that
users interested in this collection will find this information useful. at geophysical monograph series including
maurice ewing ... - individual papers in these volumes will take you from a detailed look at processes occurring
at and near the shock itself (plasma instabilities responsible for dissipation of the streaming energy, and heating
and acceleration of the plasma) to the characteristics ... robert g. stone nasa goddard space flight center greenbelt,
maryland . american journal of photography - daguerreotype - there seems, therefore, to be little doubt that dr.
p. b. goddard was the first to make use of bromine as an accelerator, as will be seen from the following extracts
quoted by mr. sachse, and to be found in volumes i, ii and iii of the proceedings of the american philosophical
society, in the british museum, though he and cornelius kept the history newsletter - nasa - history newsletter
historic~l division (eh) national aeronautics and space administration ... annual volumes. another part of their
work for nasa is leonard bruno's ... Ã¢Â€Â¢ esther c. goddard and edward pendray (eds.), the papers of robert h.
goddard, 3 vols. , new york: mcgraw hill, 1970, $150. a monumental
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